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Eukaryotic genomes are pervasively transcribed but until recently this non-coding transcription was considered to be simply noise. Non-coding transcription units overlap with genes and genes overlap other genes, meaning genomes are extensively interleaved. Experimental interventions reveal high degrees of interdependency between these transcription units, which have been co-opted as gene regulatory mechanisms. The precise outcome depends on the relative orientation of the transcription units and whether two overlapping transcription events are contemporaneous or not, but generally involves chromatin-based changes. Thus transcription itself regulates transcription initiation or repression at many regions of the genome.

Eukaryotic genomes are pervasively transcribed resulting in an interleaved genome

Transcription is the process leading to the production of RNA transcripts. RNA-seq (see Glossary) captures the transcriptional output of the genome, known as the transcriptome, which represents the stable transcripts in a particular cell type. The transcriptome shows a great deal of heterogeneity [1, 2] and contains many uncharacterised non-coding transcripts [3], such as the stable unannotated transcripts (SUTs) [4] in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the long non-coding RNA (lncRNAs) in other genomes [5]. Some of these transcripts are antisense to conventional RNA polymerase II transcription units (TUs) and are known as natural antisense transcripts (NATs) [6-10].

New methods, such nascent elongating transcript sequencing, NET-seq [11-13] and precision run-on sequencing, PRO-seq [14, 15], provide a quantitative readout of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) activity across the genome at base-pair resolution (Box 1). These techniques reveal a large number of transcription events leading to the production of unstable transcripts, such as the cryptic unstable transcripts (CUTs) and Xrn1-sensitive unannotated transcripts (XUTs) in S. cerevisiae [9, 16], that are not typically represented in transcriptome annotations. These transcription events may originate in intergenic regions [12, 13, 17] and as divergent transcription events from enhancers [18] and promoters [4, 12-14, 16]. In addition, these methods uncover a great deal of overlapping transcription. This can be antisense to conventional RNA polymerase II TUs; it can span intergenic regions between
tandem genes, giving rise to **bi-cistronic or tri-cistronic transcripts** [1, 19]; span the 3’ **untranslated region** of convergently arranged genes, and cross over promoters and into TUs regardless of orientation [12, 13, 19] (Figure 1). As the depth of sequencing improves, more of these transcription events are uncovered.

The effects of this **pervasive transcription** can spread to influence genes or non-coding TUs in the vicinity by altering **DNA supercoiling** or determining the structure and composition of the chromatin, which in turn influence whether transcription can initiate. Thus, these pervasive transcription events harbour a wealth of additional gene regulatory potential, and present two new concepts in gene regulation.

The first is the concept of the interleaved genome, in which there is a high degree of interdependency between transcription units, which is co-opted as a gene regulatory mechanism [19]. The second concept is that transcription itself regulates transcription initiation or repression at many regions of the genome [19]. The precise outcome depends on the relative orientation of the TUs and whether transcription events are contemporaneous.

Most data are obtained from genetically identical but phenotypically heterogeneous populations of cells or tissues. This heterogeneity arises in part because of the inherent cycles within cells that influence transcriptional output, such as the cell division cycle [20] and the metabolic cycle [19, 21], and is an important consideration in our understanding of the consequences of an interleaved genome. In this review, the functional relationships between TUs will be explored, focusing on how interspersion and orientation of different types of TUs has been exploited as a regulatory feature of canonical gene expression in eukaryotes.

**How transcription units depend on each other.**

An interleaved genome is one in which there is high degree of interdependency between transcription units as a result of overlapping transcription. These transcription units may be arranged in convergent, divergent or tandem orientations with respect to one another.

**Overlapping transcription: convergent overlapping transcription over the 3’ region of TUs**

In most organisms, convergent overlapping transcription over the 3’ region of TUs is widespread. For example, taking the 7272 coding and non-coding TUs of *S. cerevisiae* into consideration, 2258 convergent TUs show overlapping transcription while 854 do not. The median overlap is larger when one of the convergent transcription units is non-coding (426bp) compared to both being protein coding genes (92bp) [19]. As the number of non-
coding TUs and the extent of transcription downstream of the transcript end site (TES) of genes continues to be revised in mammalian cells, Drosophila melanogaster and yeast [12, 13, 15], it is likely that the current predictions of the number of convergent overlapping TUs is vastly underestimated.

Convergent overlapping antisense transcription over the gene body

In mammalian cells, D. melanogaster and yeast, many genes show overlapping convergent transcription over the gene body (Figure 1). These antisense transcription events may initiate divergently from downstream promoters [4, 13-15, 22-24], from the 3’ ends of genes independently of a conventional promoter in the vicinity [6, 25] or from enhancers located within introns [26] (Figure 1). Moreover, antisense transcription, and thus the production of NATs, is conserved in budding yeast species [27, 28], and is regulated by meiosis [29-32], the cell cycle [20], the metabolic cycle [19] and environmental stress [6, 19, 33-36]. The production of NATs is attenuated by a variety of different mechanisms, including removing TATA binding protein (TBP) from the antisense promoter [37]; forming R-loops [38]; early transcription termination [39-42] including the action of the nuclear exosome [43-45]; formation of repressive chromatin environments [46, 47]; and the formation of mutually exclusive gene loops [6, 19, 23, 48]. Despite these mechanisms to limit antisense transcription, detectable levels are found throughout genes in mammals, flies and S. cerevisiae.

In mammalian cells, there are short regions of convergent transcription initiating downstream of the +1 nucleosome proximal to 25% of active promoters, particularly at lower-expressed genes [11, 12, 49]. Prominent DNase I hypersensitivity sites flank the convergent TUs, indicating that antisense transcription initiates at a defined promoter located 150±50bp downstream of the sense TSS, likely reflecting the +1 nucleosome positioned between the sense and antisense TSSs. Subtle shifts in the positioning or composition of the +1 nucleosome, as a result this promoter-proximal convergent transcription, could influence sense transcription positively or negatively or influence the fate of the transcripts [50-52]. Antisense transcription is found in the vicinity of sense promoters at approximately 75% of genes in S. cerevisiae [53]. In yeast, levels of sense and antisense transcription do not correlate genome-wide [6, 53], suggesting that antisense transcription influences sense transcription in distinct ways at different genes, promoting [54, 55] or repressing sense
transcription [19, 32, 56], or having no effect at the population level [53], depending on the context [33].

**Transcriptional interference at tandemly arranged TUs**

In yeast, flies and mammalian cells, there is extensive transcription both upstream and downstream of conventional genes on the same strand (Figure 1). Much of the upstream transcription over the promoter and into the TU is from non-coding TUs that have the capacity to interfere with the transcription of the downstream gene by transcriptional interference (TI) [57-63]. Similarly, upstream genes can mediate TI of downstream genes when in tandem [19, 64]. Using transcript isoform sequencing (TIF-seq) [1], high resolution mapping of transcripts at the 2747 tandem gene pairs in the *S. cerevisiae* genome reveals that 27% (743) express overlapping isoforms, with long isoforms having the potential to regulate the downstream gene [19, 65]. Furthermore, 95% of genes in HeLa S3 cells, 88% of genes in HEK293T cells and many genes in flies and *S. cerevisiae* show transcription downstream from the TES [11-13, 15], suggesting the possibility for more extensive TI. The TIF-seq dataset for *S. cerevisiae* also reveals that 6.7% of genes produce bi-cistronic or tricistronic transcripts, although this number is likely to be a vast underestimate due to the low circularization rate of long transcripts in this assay [1]. Like the long isoform transcripts, transcription of the multi-cistronic transcripts also has the potential to repress genes downstream, particularly those in tandem arrays [19].

In summary, overlapping transcription results from transcription upstream, downstream and antisense to any given gene and the consequences depend on the environment of that gene and its relative orientation with respect to neighbouring genes.

**Consequences of overlapping transcription**

It is clear that genomes are extensively interleaved. The experimental evidence supporting the high degree of interdependency between transcription units as a result of overlapping transcription is reviewed in this section and covers the role of DNA supercoiling, double-stranded siRNA-mediated formation of heterochromatin as a result of overlapping transcription, the mechanisms that limit transcriptional interference, and the evidence for a plastic interleaved genome in which novel TUs are formed as a result of simply reducing the expression of a gene in interleaved gene cluster.

**Coupling transcription at a distance by torsional stress**
Torsional stress, a result of twisting DNA, is generated by virtually all processes that act on DNA and produces supercoils that propagate over several kilobases [66-68] (Figure 2A). Supercoiling acts locally such that transcription of genes within 3kb of each other does not occur independently, but is coupled, leading to mutual effects without any interaction of transcription machineries. This may underlie the widespread co-regulation of neighbouring genes, particularly divergent genes, whose expression is enhanced by torsional stress [66]. Divergent RNA transcription generates negative and positive supercoiling behind and in front of RNA polymerase II, respectively, which alters nucleosome occupancy [68] and gene activation [67, 69]. Negatively supercoiled DNA is known to favour transient separation of the two DNA strands [70]. For eukaryotic divergent promoters this may allow transcription factor-independent initiation of a neighbour [71] or simply increase transcription frequency [72], and could explain the high frequency of divergent non-coding transcription from promoters in eukaryotic genomes [4, 12-14, 16, 73]. In HeLa S3 and HEK293T cells, more than 80% of genes show divergent antisense transcription upstream of canonical promoters (average length 500nt [45], transcription start sites (TSSs) 250 ±50bp apart) [12]. Moreover, because transcription of both lncRNAs and antisense transcripts result in the accumulation of supercoils, torsion is a potential candidate for how these transcription events affect promoters at a distance or in close proximity [66, 74]. Resolution of accumulated supercoils by topoisomerases (Topo I, II) in human cells is significantly slower than the polymerase elongation rate through chromatin, meaning that the effects of accumulated supercoils can be dissociated in time from the act of transcription that produces them [75]. Another consequence of negative supercoiling-induced transient DNA strand separation is the formation of R-loops [70]: structures resulting from annealing of RNA to its genomic template either during transcription, or via a stable RNA in trans, to generate an DNA:RNA hybrid and a displaced region of single-stranded DNA [76, 77] (Figure 2B). R-loops are associated with the initiation of antisense transcripts to generate dsRNA [25].

**Local heterochromatin formation by overlapping transcripts**

Changes to the chromatin are commonly associated with overlapping transcription and can be mediated by transcripts, the act of transcription, or both. The formation of **heterochromatin** is associated with the double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) products of overlapping transcription (Figure 2) [78]. In mammalian cells, the formation of heterochromatin acts as a safety mechanism because endogenous dsRNA triggers an interferon response and cell death [79]. **Dicer** limits the accumulation of dsRNA by producing **small interfering RNAs** (siRNAs)
that function in the nucleus in a complex with an argonaute protein to mediate the conversion of chromatin from an active to a repressed heterochromatic state [80]. Generation of siRNAs from dsRNA and targeted formation of heterochromatin also occurs in *Schizosaccharomyces pombe*, *Caenorhabditis elegans* and *D. melanogaster* [81, 82]. Transient formation of heterochromatin leading to termination of transcription at loci with convergent overlapping transcripts may also contribute to genome stability by preventing collisions between RNA and DNA polymerases [83, 84]. Differentiated human cells contain distinct argonaute complexes enriched for siRNAs from genes with NATs, suggesting that NATs and their complementary transcripts can form dsRNA [85]. In the plant *Arabidopsis thaliana*, the COOLAIR antisense transcripts are required for cold-dependent silencing of Flowering Locus C during vernalisation, mediating the replacement of histone H3 lysine 36 methylation (H3K36me) with H3K27me3, and transient polycomb-mediated heterochromatic silencing at the nucleation site within the gene body [86].

Although originally a mechanism to protect cells, to discriminate self- from non-self-RNAs and to stabilise repetitive genomic regions, in many organisms dsRNA-mediated local formation of heterochromatin via H3K9 or H3K27 methylation creates local roadblocks for RNAPII elongation and has been exploited as a regulatory feature, controlling different aspects of gene expression [78]. In *S. pombe*, genes that encode the RNAi machinery itself are themselves convergently arranged and subject to siRNA-mediated co-repression of expression [80, 87]. Remarkably, down-regulated expression is transient and cell cycle-dependent. In G1, overlapping transcription occurs, whereas in G2, efficient transcript termination dominates, preventing overlapping transcription. Cohesin is recruited via transient heterochromatin formation and mediates the cell cycle-dependent switch to the proximal TES, and efficient transcription termination, allowing expression of the RNAi machinery (Figure 2C). This has important consequences for centromere function in *S. pombe*, because overlapping transcription and an siRNA:argonaute complex mediate formation of heterochromatin at the *S. pombe* centromere, which is required for chromosome segregation during mitosis [87].

Local formation of heterochromatin to reinforce transcription termination also occurs at the 3’ ends of mammalian genes that do not overlap with a convergent TU. Here, the dsRNA is formed as a result of the production of short overlapping antisense transcripts [25]. The production of the short antisense transcripts requires an R-loop, formed during sense
transcript 3’ end formation [25, 88-90]. How the R-loop activates antisense transcription is not understood but antisense transcription arising from terminator regions in the absence of a canonical downstream promoter has been described in *S. cerevisiae* [6]. These events are associated with TBP and TFIIIB, suggesting they are the result of *bona fide* initiation. Transcription of repetitive DNA tends to produce R-loops, leading to genomic instability. Subsequent convergent antisense transcription facilitates dsRNA-mediated heterochromatin formation, which stabilises the repetitive DNA while repressing gene expression observed in conditions such as fragile X syndrome and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [90-94]. Thus R-loops, coupled to local overlapping antisense transcription and heterochromatin formation, can be used to aid transcription termination at the end of genes. When R-loops are formed elsewhere in the gene, particularly in the vicinity of the promoter, the consequential repression of gene expression is often associated with disease.

*Chromatin-mediated TI at tandem TUs*

*S. cerevisae* lacks the machinery for RNAi-mediated heterochromatin formation and repression of transcription, allowing an insight into the consequences of the act of overlapping transcription itself, which also influences chromatin structure. Canonical TUs show a stereotypical distribution of post-translational modifications to the nucleosomal histone proteins over the transcribed region. Trimethylation of lysine 4 on histone H3 (H3K4me3) together with H3 lysine acetylation (H3Kac) is found at the start of a TU [95], while H3K36me3 accumulates over the transcribed region, stabilising the chromatin, controlling the kinetics of transcription elongation, promoting histone deacetylation and limiting transcription initiation [78, 96] (Figure 3A). Extending transcription of canonical TUs beyond the normal TES is common and leads to deposition of elongation-specific post-translational modifications that repress transcription initiation from downstream promoters (Figure 3B) [19, 59, 60]. Some regulatory non-coding TUs that mediate TI in tandem are also marked in this way [31]. However, this is not a universally conserved mechanism, as some non-coding TUs mediate TI by simply increasing nucleosome density at the promoter independent of H3K36me3 [59] or by controlling binding of transcription factors to the promoter [62, 97]. As the production of these upstream TUs is often regulated, they in turn regulate transcription of the gene subject to TI.

*Insulating genes from TI*
Given that transcription beyond the TES is common in yeast and mammals [12, 13, 65], it is not surprising that mechanisms exist to shield genes in tandem arrays from TI. In *S. cerevisiae*, one mechanism involves using protein complexes to block transcription, such as the TFIIB component of the RNAPIII transcription machinery or other DNA-bound transcription factors (TFs) such as Reb1 [42, 98, 99]. *SUT467* is separated from *ATG31* by a tRNA gene. If TFIIB complex binding to the tRNA gene is weakened, transcriptional interference of *ATG31* occurs by transcription from *SUT467*, reducing *ATG31* expression leading to defects in autophagy and loss of fitness [98]. The Brf1 component of TFIIB shows growth-regulated expression, suggesting that in quiescent cells, there will be an increase in TI events normally protected by TFIIB. Thus, protection of neighbouring genes from TI may be additional and important functions for the TFIIB complex and TFs.

A second mechanism, again in *S. cerevisiae*, involves transcription of overlapping antisense TUs, specifically those upstream and divergent from a downstream promoter in a tandem array, which might explain their near ubiquitous nature (Figure 3C). This effectively creates a divergent promoter, which forms a boundary domain in the higher order folding of the chromosome [100], so limiting transcription and thus TI. At the *HMS2:*BAT2 tandem array, transcription of the *HMS2* antisense TU, *SUT650*, insulates the *BAT2* promoter from interference by the *HMS2* long isoform and bi-cistronic transcription events [19]. This requires an allele of *SUA7*, encoding TFIIB but specifically lacking the ability to form gene loops [101, 102], which are RNAPII-dependent higher order structures in chromatin between the beginnings and ends of genes or loci, probably similar to chromatin globules [100], and known to be associated with both coding and non-coding TUs [6]. This suggests that part of the process of insulating *BAT2* from *HMS2* will involve the formation of a boundary between these genes and that this requires the transcription of *SUT650*. At a given locus, it is envisaged that only one gene loop can form, involving either the sense or antisense TU, explaining how transcriptional insulation occurs. A genome-wide analysis identified many other tandem gene pairs in *S. cerevisiae* that share features with the *HMS2:*BAT2 pair, including transcriptional interference of the downstream gene and insulation by antisense transcription [19]. Switching of these tandem clusters between the sense and antisense states is coordinated with the inherent cycles of growth and quiescence within the cell, supporting a regulatory function [19, 103]. In addition, switching between sense- or antisense-dominant states also leads to the coordinated up- and down-regulation of transcription at neighbouring genes (Figure 3D) [19].
Antisense transcription is not simply the reverse of sense transcription

It is often assumed that antisense transcription will deposit histone modifications in a reverse pattern to sense, thus repressing expression from the sense promoter [104]. However, this is not always the case. In mammalian cells, an antisense-mediated R-loop prevents chromatin compaction at the vimentin promoter, activating transcription and maintaining cellular identity [52], and in yeasts antisense-mediated chromatin remodelling also activates some promoters [53-55, 105] whereas others are repressed [31, 53, 56]. Genome-wide analysis in S. cerevisiae reveals that sense and antisense transcription are different, with antisense transcription associated with major functional changes to the chromatin over the promoter and gene body that have context-dependent functions [33, 53]. The chromatin becomes more dynamic; over the gene body there is increased histone exchange (the incorporation of newly synthesised histones in the chromatin), increased H3Kac and the loss of histone modifications associated with stable nucleosomes, such as H3K79me3 and H3K36me3 [53] (Figure 4). At the promoter, nucleosome occupancy increases, although turnover rates are high, with a concomitant reduction in the size of the nucleosome depleted region (NDR) [53, 106]. Antisense-mediated closure of the NDR and its subsequent opening by sense transcription creates a bi-stable two-state chromatin state, which is proposed to be a feature of genes that show bursts of transcription and noise, resulting in variability in the levels of transcripts in individual cells within populations [107, 108] (Figure 4). Interestingly, the antisense-associated gene body chromatin features are also associated with genes that show noise [108].

Cell-to-cell variability in gene expression mediated by overlapping transcription

Transcription factors (TFs) compete with nucleosomes for occupancy at the promoter [109]. As overlapping transcription resets nucleosome positioning at the promoter, it can indirectly influence transcription factor binding and thus the levels and mode of sense transcription [53, 59] (Figure 4). One consequence of antisense transcription is variability in the number of cells in a population that are able to respond to a TF [19, 31, 33, 110]. This is exemplified by PHO84 in S. cerevisiae, which has an antisense-mediated nucleosome-occupied promoter and very high levels of sense transcription. This was something of a paradox, because high nucleosome occupancy generally reflects repression of transcription [56, 110, 111]. Single molecule RNA FISH revealed that sense transcripts are restricted to just 20% of the cells in the population [110]. In the remaining 80% of cells, the chromatin presumably adopts the nucleosome-occupied antisense state and many of these cells contain a single antisense transcript. Low levels of convergent antisense transcription, such as at PHO84, are often
written-off as irrelevant noise, but for a mechanism where a modulation of state involves altering the chromatin structure, only one round of transcription is required. Moreover, once changed, this state may be maintained though cell divisions. Support for chromatin-mediated events leading to modulation of sense transcription comes from a number of overlapping non-coding transcription-related events in *S. cerevisiae* [7]. For many of these situations, the presence of sense and regulatory non-coding transcripts is strongly anti-correlated; they are rarely co-expressed in single cells. This suggests the cells show bi-modal switches, moving from one state to another. The proportion of cells in either state is regulated by the number of cells undergoing non-coding transcription [7, 19, 31]. Thus antisense transcription might not change overall levels of transcription of a gene in the population, but rather change the number of cells in the population in the sense state.

*A plastic interleaved genome in S. cerevisiae*

An interleaved genome with overlapping transcription units requires that promoters and transcription termination signals in the sense or antisense orientations are by-passed. Gene loops may play a key role in linking a particular promoter:terminator combination to form a transient functional TU while excluding other promoters or terminators by read-through TI or chromatin structures (Figure 5). Thus, any transcription event, however short, would have a defined start and end point before initiation occurs and other productive and non-productive (non-coding or bi-cistronic) TUs would not be able to form unless a switch occurs. This explains how an antisense TU such as *SUT650* could insulate the downstream *BAT2* promoter: the *HMS2* promoter would be unable to participate in the formation of a functional TU. Only one TU will exist for at a given locus in one cell in a population at any one time, but in a population of cells all the potential TUs that can be expressed under a given set of conditions will be evident in the transcriptome.

Finally, engineering interleaved overlapping TUs reveals the plasticity underlying the formation of alternative TUs. The sense output of *HMS2* is moderated by antisense transcription, demonstrated by insertion of a transcription terminator to separate the sense and antisense TUs (Figure 5). The antisense TU acts by restricting the number of the cells in the population expressing transcripts from the *HMS2* promoter [19]. When the *KanMX* TU is embedded in tandem within *HMS2*, the promoter driving *KanMX* forms divergent TUs in both the sense and antisense orientations with proximal terminators, limiting sense transcription from the *HMS2* promoter, just as observed with the native gene. However,
weakening the KanMX promoter by mutation results in a redefinition of the TUs and a new antisense TU that links the terminator and promoter region of HMS2, transcribing through the inserted tandem gene and its terminator [19]. Thus, distinct overlapping antisense TUs balance the transcriptional output from the HMS2 promoter, and importantly, the number of cells in which the HMS2 promoter is active. Moreover, the function of terminators is conditional, consistent with a model in which a gene loop defines the beginning and end of a TU rather than a DNA sequence dictating initiation or termination per se. These observations illustrate the inherent plasticity of an interleaved genome and show how the genetic modification of one TU can lead to the appearance of a novel TU.

Two main mechanisms by which overlapping transcription mediates its effects have been discussed: at a distance by torsional stress and by altering the chromatin as a direct result of transcription or indirectly via the action of the dsRNA products of overlapping transcription. Whichever mechanism is used, both influence local gene expression either positively, for example aiding transcription termination or promoting transcription initiation, or negatively by down-regulating a gene. In many situations, the outcome depends on where local overlapping transcription occurs within a TU or more generally, the context of a TU, for example the orientation and strength of the neighbouring TU. The near-ubiquitous divergent transcription from a promoter is likely to help insulate that promoter from transcriptional interference from upstream TUs, especially important given that transcription generally extends way beyond the TES.

**Figure Legends**

**Figure 1. Examples of overlapping transcription.** (A) A 24kb region of *S. cerevisiae* chromosome II showing 11 protein coding genes and 2 tRNA genes (blue boxes for all annotated transcripts) and transcription (NET-seq) on the Watson (W; top) or Crick (C; bottom) strands. (B-D) Examples of overlapping transcription (mNET-seq) in HeLa cells at three regions of the human chromosome 1 containing genes in tandem (B), convergent genes (C) or divergent genes (D). Lines with arrow heads indicated the extent and direction of
transcription and are coloured according to type: blue, transcripts over coding regions; pink, antisense transcripts; cyan, intergenic transcription producing unstable transcripts (e.g. cryptic unstable transcripts; CUTs or Xrn1-sensitive unannotated transcripts; XUTs). The type of overlapping transcription is indicated by the coloured boxes below the gene map as indicted in the key. Antisense +150 is antisense transcription initiating 150±50bp downstream of the sense promoter. The gene maps are not shown at the same scale. See key in for details. Schematics show NET-seq data from [19] and [11]

**Figure 2. Convergent overlapping transcription leads to local heterochromatin formation.** (A) Transcription alters torsional stress (supercoiling), which is resolved by topoisomerases (Topo I, II) (adapted from [68]). Negative torsion behind RNA polymerase II can lead to melting of the two DNA strands and can promote divergent transcription or the formation of an R-loop (see B). (B) In mammals, a co-transcriptional (1) R-loop (2) is associated with overlapping antisense transcription (3) and the formation of dsRNA (4). dsRNA is a substrate for dicer, which yields siRNA (5) that is delivered to a silencing complex that includes an argonaute protein (AGO). The silencing complex then converts the local chromatin structure to heterochromatin (e.g., H3K9me3; pink nucleosome) (6) followed by recruitment of cohesin leading to efficient termination of transcription (7). (C) In *S. pombe*, convergent overlapping transcription leads to dsRNA (1), which is diced and sliced into siRNA (2), associated with the RITS complex (3) and used to form local heterochromatin (pink nucleosomes) (4). This recruits cohesin (5), which in turn promotes transcription termination (6), reducing overlapping transcription allowing the production of pre-mRNAs. Transcripts (pink) subject to dsRNA formation are unstable and degraded. Thus, heterochromatin formation is required for efficient gene expression at some convergent genes.

**Figure 3. Interference and insulation by overlapping transcription in tandem gene arrays.** (A) Typical chromatin organization for two genes, B and C, when there is no transcriptional interference TI and no antisense transcription. Ovals are nucleosomes, solid-filled ovals are positioned nucleosomes; translucent ovals are fuzzy, poorly positioned, nucleosomes; pink ovals have H3Kac found around the TSS of active genes; K4me3 is found at nucleosome +1 downstream of the TSS of active genes; blue ovals have H3K36me3 found in the gene body of active genes; orange and green ovals are not marked with these modifications and are found in genes or intergenic regions, respectively. Promoters are green lines, terminators are red lines, NDR is nucleosome depleted region, TES is transcript end
site, TSS is transcription start site. The level of selected post-translational modifications to histone H3 are indicated by the different font sizes. The number of the nucleosomes from -1 to +8 is shown for each gene. Arrows indicate direction of transcription. (B) Changes to chromatin as a result of TI by transcription beyond the TES of gene B into gene C. (C) Changes to chromatin at gene B as a result of antisense transcription. Note the nucleosome occupied promoter for gene B, histone turnover and histone acetylation throughout the antisense transcribed chromatin. (D) Schematic showing a cluster of four genes (A-D) whose expression is regulated by growth (A and B) or quiescence (C and D) and the role of the TU antisense to gene B in switching between one state and the other. At the HMS2 locus the genes in order A-D would be RPS4A, HMS2, BAT2 and YJR149W. SUT650 is antisense to HMS2. Note the expression of the four genes is controlled simply by the growth–specific TFs that bind to the divergent promoter between genes A and B. Blocked lines indicate repression of a TU. Protein coding transcripts (blue), non-coding transcripts (pink), transcription factors (TFs), red or dark green ovals.

**Figure 4 Nucleosomes compete with TFs for promoter occupancy and influence modes of sense transcription** (A) (i) Open chromatin at a Poisson promoter, not subject to antisense transcription, (ii) which initiates transcription at a constant rate and (iii) individual cells in the population show little variance in initiation of transcription with respect to the mean level. Nucleosomes -1 and +1 are well positioned with a clear NDR, facilitating dynamic TF binding and regular transcription initiation events. (B) (i-iii) Closed but dynamic chromatin at the promoter of a gene subject only to antisense transcription. The nucleosome-occupied promoter effectively competes the binding of low affinity TFs (reflecting changed environmental conditions) and there are very low levels of sense transcription. (C) (i) Mixed open and closed chromatin at a two-state promoter subject to both sense and antisense transcription. TFs compete with dynamic nucleosomes for occupancy of the promoter. When nucleosome-occupied there is no transcription initiation but transcription initiation occurs when the nucleosome is displaced by TF binding, leading to alternative on and off states. The uniquely marked chromatin over the body of the gene (dynamic, highly acetylated on H3 and poorly methylated at H3K36) is proposed to facilitate transcription elongation and re-initiation of transcription, leading a transcription burst (ii). Assuming no change in the rate of turnover of transcripts, this will lead to variability in the rate at which transcripts accumulate in the cytoplasm in different cells, giving rise to noise, unless transcript turnover rates are altered to accommodate this variance from the mean levels of transcription initiation for the
two state promoter (iii). Thus antisense transcription may be one of the missing factors involved in switching the two-state promoters from on to off.

**Figure 5. The plastic interleaved genome in S. cerevisiae.** (A) Schematics showing (i) the sense (blue) and antisense (pink) TUs formed at the HMS2 gene or (ii-iv) at HMS2 when interleaved in tandem with three versions of a TU expressing KanMX (green), thus separating the HMS2 sense and antisense TUs. P is promoter and T is terminator, colour-coded according to the nature of the TU. (ii) Separating the HMS2 and KanMX TUs with a transcription terminator (T, red) results in three different TUs and no antisense TU over the HMS2 promoter region; (iii) removing the terminator between the HMS2 and KanMX promoters results in four different TUs including at new antisense TU over the HMS2 promoter. This construct has two promoters in tandem and two terminators in tandem; (iv) disabling the KanMX promoter results in a new antisense TU (pink) spanning the HMS2 terminator to promoter and reading though the KanMX terminator (T, red). There are two other TU on this construct and very low levels of transcripts from the disabled divergent KanMX promoter. (B) (i-iv) Schematics illustrating the distribution of sense and antisense transcripts detected in seven yeast cells using RNA FISH with sense and antisense-specific probes at the position shown in (Ai). The colour of a yeast cell indicates whether it contains sense (S; blue) or antisense (AS) transcripts and the source of that transcript (pink, the HMS2 antisense promoter; green, the KanMX divergent promoter). White cells contain neither transcript. The number of cells with each type of transcript is shown below the box. The number of cells expressing the HMS2 sense TU is moderated by an antisense TU over the same region. (C) (i-iv) Schematics illustrating alternative gene loops for each of the 2, 3 or 4 TU for the constructs shown in (Ai-iv) anchored at their bases by RNAPII (black oval). Only one loop exists at one locus at one time but the locus alternates between different loops over time. The promoter and terminator involved in the gene loop are shown together with those that are not transcriptionally engaged at the same locus, colour coded as in (A). The arrow indicates the direction of transcription (sense: arrow L to R, or antisense; arrow R to L).

**Box 1 Figure 1. A comparison of different methods for assessment nascent transcription in different organisms.** Screenshot from the integrated genome viewer (IGV) [112] showing nascent transcription (NET-seq) in a region around CUT300 in *S. cerevisiae* (A), PRO-seq for a region around CG3224 in *D. melanogaster* S2 cells (B), the region around the SIK1 gene in HeLa cells comparing GRO-seq and mNET-seq for the crick strand only (C), and mNET-seq
around the *SIKI* genes on both strands of DNA (D). C is the Crick strand and W is the Watson strand of DNA.

**Glossary Box**

**+1 nucleosome:** The nucleosome downstream from the TSS often enriched for PTMs such as H3K4me3 and H3Kac.

**3’ untranslated region (3’ UTR):** 3’untranslated region is located between the translation stop codon and the transcript end site or polyadenylation site.

**Argonaute:** component of silencing complexes containing the ssRNA guide strand of siRNA. One type functions in the nucleus to mediate the establishment of heterochromatin.

**Bi- and tri-cistronic transcripts:** transcripts that start at the TSS of one gene and are transcribed continuously until the TES of the next gene downstream (bi-cistronic) or the gene beyond (tri-cistronic). They mediate transcriptional interference of the downstream genes in tandem arrays by altering the chromatin environment over their promoters. These transcripts are generally low abundance but can be detected using Northern blots or TIF-seq.

**Cohesin:** a large ring-shaped protein complex that functions to keep sister chromatin together until anaphase in mitosis, usually at heterochromatin regions of the genome. When the heterochromatic regions form within transcription units, RNA polymerase II slows down and is more likely to terminate transcription.

**Cryptic unstable transcript (CUT):** a class of transcript degraded by the nuclear exosome and defined as being stabilized in the absence of the nuclear component of the exosome Rrp6 (yeast and flies) or its equivalent in mammalian cells. Note that some CUTs are fully transcribed and subject to degradation, while at others Rrp6 plays a role in early transcription termination leading to an increase in both transcription and transcript stability in an *rrp6* mutant strain.

**Dicer:** an endonuclease that cleaves dsRNA to yield siRNAs.

**DNase 1 hypersensitivity sites:** found at promoters and enhancers in chromatin, reflecting the binding of proteins to the DNA.

**DNA supercoiling:** refers to the over- or under-winding of a DNA strand.
Gene body: The region between the transcription start site (TSS) and the transcript end site (TES).

Gene loop: a protein-mediated interaction between the 5’ and 3’ region of a gene detectable using capturing chromosome conformation (3C) technology.

Gene silencing: usually refers to a small interfering RNA (siRNA)-based mechanism. Gene silencing may occur in the cytoplasm, involving argonaute complexes known as RISC (RNA induced silencing complex) that lead to silencing of transcripts, preventing their translation. Gene silencing also occurs in the nucleus where RNAi-associated argonaute complexes known as RITS (RNA induced transcription silencing in cis) lead to local or regional formation of heterochromatin involving single nucleosomes or larger blocks of nucleosomes that can be associated with modulation (often repression) of transcription.

Heterochromatin: different states of chromatin generally associated with the gene silencing. Heterochromatin can be associated with histone post-translational modifications such as H3K9me3 and H3K27me3.

Intergenic region: a stretch of DNA sequences located between genes.

Long non-coding RNA (lncRNA): an RNA molecule, usually >200nt in length, that is predicted not to encode protein.

Natural antisense transcript (NAT): Cis-natural antisense transcripts (cis-NATs) are transcribed from the same genomic locus but from the opposite DNA strand and can therefore form a perfect RNA:RNA hybrid if both transcription events are contemporaneous.

Nascent elongating transcript sequencing (NET-seq): nascent elongating transcript sequencing reveals the density of RNA polymerase across the genome with single nucleotide resolution by capturing nascent RNA transcripts directly from live cells through their association with the elongating ternary complex (DNA:RNA:RNAP).

Nucleosome depleted region (NRD): promoters generally show regions depleted for nucleosomes at which transcription factors and RNAPII bind.

Pervasive transcription: transcription that is spread widely throughout the genome.

Precision run-on sequencing (PRO-seq): a derivative of global run-on sequencing which assesses the incorporation of BrUTP into nascent elongating transcripts. The labelled RNA is
purified using anti-BrUTP antibodies and sequenced after converting the products to cDNA. PRO-seq allows a single labelled nucleotide to be incorporated by run-on, thus giving strand-specific and nucleotide resolution data.

**Small interfering RNA (siRNA):** double stranded RNA molecules 20 to 25 bp long.

**RNA-seq:** also known as Whole Transcriptome Shotgun Sequencing, RNA-seq reveals a snapshot of the RNA present in a cell at a given moment of time, the transcriptome, using next-generation sequencing.

**R-loop:** a three-stranded nucleic acid structure, consisting of a DNA:RNA duplex and a displaced ssDNA found in cytosine-rich genomic regions during transcription.

**Stable unannotated transcript (SUT):** SUTs are generally non-coding transcripts and may be found antisense to genes or in intergenic regions in *S. cerevisiae*. Many SUTs are also XUTs, being substrates for cytoplasmic degradation by Xrn1. SUTs may represent the non-coding transcripts that are retained in the nucleus, or sequestered in P-bodies, and thus protected from the action of Xrn1.

**Transcript isoform sequencing (TIF-seq):** a method for mapping the 5’ and 3’ ends of individual transcript isoforms. Transcript isoforms are versions of a transcript that have altered usage of the TSS or the TES, changing the beginning or end of the transcript, or use alternative splice sites, often changing the coding capacity of the transcript.

**Transcript end site (TES):** the site at which the transcript ends and the site of addition of the polyadenylate (polyA) tail. The TES is not the same as the transcription termination site (TTS).

**Transcriptional Interference (TI):** the direct negative impact of one transcriptional activity on a second transcriptional activity in *cis*.

**Transcriptional Insulation:** the formation of TUs or higher order structures in the chromatin that prevent transcriptional interference.

**Topoisomerases:** enzymes that regulate the over-winding or under-winding of DNA by cutting the DNA to unwind the DNA.

**Transcript start site (TSS):** the site at which transcription initiates and the site of addition of the 7meG cap.
**Transcription Unit (TU):** a region of transcribed DNA beginning at the transcription start site (TSS) and ending at the transcription termination site (TTS). Note the TTS is not the same as the transcript end site (TES), which is the site of transcript cleavage and polyadenylation. Transcription units often overlap.

**Xrn1-sensitive unannotated transcript (XUT):** ≈ 66% of XUTs are antisense to protein coding regions in *S. cerevisiae* but are also found in intergenic regions. XUTs are fully processed, capped and polyadenylated, before being exported to the cytoplasm for degradation.

**Vernalisation:** the promotion of flowering by exposure of young plants to cold temperatures.

**Box 1 Methods for assessing nascent transcription.**

There are currently two methods for assessing nascent transcription at single-nucleotide resolution, native elongating transcript sequencing (NET-seq) [11, 13] and precision run-on sequencing (PRO-seq) [15]. PRO-seq was developed from the established genomic run-on sequencing (GRO-seq) method [14] and uses biotin-labeled ribonucleotide triphosphate analogues (biotin-NTP) in nuclear run-on reactions in isolated nuclei in vitro. This allows efficient affinity purification of nascent RNAs for high throughput sequencing from their 3’ ends. Usually only one of one of the four biotin-labelled bases is supplied to the reaction, restricting the incorporation of a single or a few identical bases by RNAPII, resulting in sequence reads that have the same 3’ end base within each library. The incorporation of the first biotin-base inhibits further transcript elongation, ensuring base-pair resolution. This technique produces good read counts but has the disadvantage of requiring the isolation of nuclei. This is straightforward for cells in culture but is more difficult for yeasts, worms and plants due to their tough cell wall or cuticle. NET-seq was originally developed in yeast [13] and had now been applied to mammalian cells (mNET-seq) [11]. This technique does not involve a cross-linking step and relies on the immunoprecipitation of RNA polymerase II with its associated nascent transcript from DNase1 or micrococcal nuclease digested chromatin. The 3’OH of a nascent transcript reflects where the active site of RNAPII lies along the genome and which strand is being transcribed. It is this feature of the nascent transcript that is exploited in NET-seq. The output reports the position of the 3’OH across the genome, thus providing base pair resolution, but does not distinguish RNAPII that is elongating, stalled or backtracked. This is a disadvantage compared to PRO-seq in which the
incorporation of the biotin-NTP requires transcript elongation. Figure 1 compares
screenshots of nascent transcription profile, obtained using NET-seq, PRO-seq, GRO-seq or
mNET-seq, at genes clusters in yeast, flies and mammals. The different methods all report
extensive transcription on both strands of the DNA. A comparison of GRO-seq and mNET-
seq around the mammalian SIK1 gene reveal very similar gross profiles, suggesting the
different techniques are capturing similar features of nascent transcription. There are other
methods for assessing nascent transcription. These include: nascent RNA-seq in which
nascent transcripts, with their 3′OH protected by RNAPII, are isolated from chromatin
without an immunoprecipitation step, and are then sequenced from their 3′OH [12]; in vivo
pulse labelling of RNA synthesis with bromouridine (BrU) [113] or thiouridine (4sU or 6tU)
[114]; or RNAPII Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP). In contrast to nascent transcript
sequencing methods, ChIP is not strand-specific, cannot distinguish active from inactive
molecules of RNAPII, has lower resolution (50-150bp) and uses a cross-linking step to freeze
the elongation complex.
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